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DIRECTIONS: Identifying Supporting Details Read each main idea. Use your textbook to
supply the details that support or explain each main idea.

Main Idea: Beginning in the early 1800s, the nation witnessed a growth of democracy as
government became more inclusive and ordinary citizens became a greater political force.

1. Detail: In the presidential election of 1828, won the support of

new voters, many of whom resided on the frontier.

2. Detail: More than earlier presidents, Jackson felt that the should

rule in a democracy.

Main Idea: Early in Jackson’s presidency, he faced a crisis that centered on South Carolina
but also highlighted the growing rift between the nation’s Northern and Southern regions.

3. Detail: John C. Calhoun put forth the idea of , which argued that

states had the right to declare a federal law not valid.

4. Detail: In 1833 Congress passed the , authorizing the president to

use the military to enforce acts of Congress.

Main Idea: Andrew Jackson’s commitment to expanding democracy did not benefit
Native Americans.

5. Detail: In his inaugural address, Jackson declared his intention to move all

to the Great Plains.

6. Detail: In Worcester v. Georgia, Chief Justice John Marshall sided with the

and ordered state officials to honor their property rights.

Main Idea: One of the most contentious developments of Jackson’s presidency was his
campaign against the Second Bank of the United States.

7. Detail: To prevent the state banks from lending too much money, the Bank of the

United States regularly collected  and asked state banks to redeem

them for gold and silver.

8. Detail: Jackson took his reelection as a directive from the people to  .

Main Idea: By the mid-1830s, the Whig Party had emerged to oppose Jackson.

9. Detail: The Whigs advocated a stronger to support industrial and

commercial development.

10. Detail: The Whigs hoped to defeat the Democrats in the election of 1840, so they nomi-

nated , a war hero famous for his role in the Battle of Tippecanoe.
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